
Dexter Horton’s Legacy: 
$7M Circulation Bank 

with Many Titles in Seattle 

There were two banks named The Dexter Horton National Bank of Seattle, Washington: charters 

9798 and 11280. Both issued Series of 1902 notes from 10-10-10-20 plates. The notes from these plates, 

respectively 1902 date and plain backs, were so startlingly close in appearance that they deserve special 

attention. This is their story. 

DEXTER HORTON 

Seattle’s largest note issuing bank used as its namesake 

Dexter Horton, the founder of the first bank in Seattle, as well as 

King County for that matter. Horton was one of the original settlers 

and merchants in Seattle. 

Horton, born in 1825 at Seneca Falls, New York, was 

raised on a farm in Princeton, Illinois. He was a wagon train 

immigrant to Oregon in 1852, and from there moved on to the 

fledgling settlement of Seattle. He was a man launched from 

humble origins, and served mostly as a log splitter and laborer in a 

sawmill after arriving in the northwest. He carried with him a 

limited education from Illinois, owing to heavy demands on his 

time as a youth on the family farm. 

He became a partner in a mercantile firm in the mid-

1850s, and because he had a reputation for integrity, loggers left 

currency on deposit with him. He eventually became sole owner of 

the mercantile firm and developed the incipient banking business 

end of it. 

He sold his firm to two Seattle men in 1866, one being Henry Atkins, later to become Seattle’s first 

mayor. Horton moved to San Francisco to learn the brokerage and banking businesses. Then he returned to 

Seattle in 1870 with a safe and sufficient acumen to open Seattle’s first formal bank in March. 

The Dexter Horton Bank, with an initial capital of $50,000, first occupied a small one story wooden 
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Figure 1. Series of 1902 note with engraved signatures from The Dexter Horton National Bank 

of Seattle, Washington, charter 11280. Photo from U. S. Rare Currency, Redmond, 

Washington. 

Figure 2. Dexter Horton, 1825-1904, 

lent his name to Seattle’s largest note 

issuing bank. 
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building on the northwest corner of Commercial Street—later First Avenue South—and Washington Street. 

The bank was moved into Seattle’s first stone building nearby on 2nd Avenue South in 1873. Horton 

operated the bank for 18 years before selling it in order to pursue development of commercial buildings in 

downtown Seattle. He had become a millionaire when he died in 1904. His third wife, the first two having 

died, outlived him by ten years. 

DEXTER HORTON NATIONAL BANKS 

Important to this tale is that Horton’s good name was borrowed by the incorporators of The Dexter 

Horton National Bank of Seattle, charter 9798, which was organized in June 1910. 

In 1921, The Horton National Trust and Savings Bank was organized under charter 12007, probably 

by the same men who had organized the Dexter Horton National. The trust and savings bank didn’t issue 

notes. It was quickly merged into The Dexter Horton National in September 1921, but the trust functions 

were dropped. The original Dexter Horton National was a modest bank at the time with a circulation that 

hovered at or below $50,000 from 1910 forward. 

Next, the Dexter Horton National was merged with The Union National Bank, charter 11280, in 

March 1924. The Union National was the superior bank in the merger, so it was the corporate entity that 

survived. The Dexter Horton National was liquidated, thereby relegating charter 9798 to the dustbin. The 

merged bank, with charter 11280, was immediately renamed The Dexter Horton National Bank of Seattle, 

the identical title as its smaller predecessor. 

This gave rise to Series of 1902 plain backs bearing charter 11280 on which the title blocks so 

closely resemble the Series of 1902 date backs issued by charter 9798. When the BEP siderographer made 

the 10-10-10-20 plate for the new bank, he used the same rolls to lay in the bank name as were used for 

9798. Consequently, the new and the old title blocks are virtually identical, the only difference being the 

style of letters used to spell Seattle in the tombstone. Even the shape of the tombstone was carried forward. 

BUILDING AN EMPIRE 

The Union National had a circulation of $372,000 at the time of the merger, and its other financial 

indicators were all larger as well. New management aggressively began to build the bank up, beginning 

with a merger with The Seaboard National Bank (11146) in May. By the end of 1924 the bank had a 

circulation of $1.6 million. 

In October, 1929, the bankers went on to gobble up The First National (2783) and The Seattle 

National (4229). That led to a boost in circulation to $3.7 million, and a title change to The First Seattle 

Dexter Horton National Bank. The new title was a mouthful, but you can see that it incorporated the key 

parts of the titles of the three banks that had merged in 1929! The title was finally stripped down to First 

National Bank of Seattle in October 1931, even dropping the article “The!” 

The growth of the bank became phenomenal over the next several years as its management 

Figure 3. The Dexter Horton National Bank was organized under charter 9798 in 1910. Only 

Series of 1902 date back $10s and $20s were issued, and it appears that they are rare. 
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aggressively bought other banks to extend their branch banking network. National banks that they 

purchased during the latter part of the note issuing era included the Metropolitan National of Seattle 

(11832), Ballard First National of Seattle (13581), Washington National of Olympia (13662), Greenwood 

National (12851), Skagit National of Mount Vernon (12154), and First National of Shelton (13723). The 

circulation stood at $7 million from 1932 to 1935. 

Figure 4. The Union National Bank, charter 11280, merged with the Dexter Horton National 

Bank in 1924. The Union National was the larger of the two. 

Figure 5. The Union National title was replaced by the Dexter Horton title at the time of the 1924 

merger. Notice that the title block on this note with charter 11280 is virtually identical to that 

on the notes from charter 9798. 

Figure 6. The first Series of 1929 notes issued by charter 11280 carried the 

Dexter Horton National title forward, but only until October 1929. 
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Figure 7. Following the merger between the Dexter Horton, First and Seattle 

national banks in October, 1929, the bankers adopted this cumbersome title 

that incorporated the key parts from the titles of the merged banks! 

Figure 8. Things became sensible in 1931, when the title was streamlined to 

First National Bank. Notice they even dropped the article “The” from the 

stripped down title. 
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